Summary 24
Cyclic neural activity occurred not only during initial reaching movements but also subsequent 25 corrective movements as subjects performed a precision center-out task. The cyclic trajectories identified 26 from the condition-independent neural activity were similar between initial and corrective movements. 27
For both, instantaneous cycle phase predicted when contact with the target occurred, even when the 28 subject made multiple corrective movements. Moreover, the phase of the cyclic neural activity correlated 29
with instantaneous movement speed. Neural activity during these corrective movements thus reveals 30 encoding of discrete sub-movements rather than smooth and continuous updating of movement towards a 31 target. 32
Introduction 38
Corrective movements with sensorimotor feedback are critical for elegant motor control. While a 39 single, discrete movement like a pointing gesture may be mostly ballistic, more precise aiming 40 movements typically require an error correction phase (Woodworth, 1899; Craik, 1947; Abrams et al., 41 1990; Sainburg et al., 1999; Elliott et al., 2010 ). Yet the way motor areas of the brain are updated to 42 encode and generate corrective movements remains relatively unexplored. For overlearned, mostly 43 ballistic movements, a population of recorded neurons' firing rates have been observed to form a one-44 way, cyclic trajectory in the neural space (Yu et al., 2007) . This has been argued to occur for even 45 discrete movements like point-to-point reaching, in addition to inherently cyclic movements like 46 locomotion (Grillner, 1985) . If these dynamics are intrinsic to the neural architecture, this cyclic activity 47 might influence tasks when there is no clear benefit or even be suboptimal. For instance, without cyclic 48 dynamics precise movements might be best accomplished with continuously updating corrections based 49 on the current motor error. If such cyclic dynamics do exist, however, one would hypothesize that the 50 timing of corrective movements would align with this cyclic neural activity. 51
Neural activity in primary motor cortex is not only related to various movement features but also 52 has a large condition-independent component (Kaufman et al., 2016; Rouse and Schieber, 2018) . 53
Condition-independent neural activity is the change in a neuron's firing rate from baseline that happens 54 regardless of the instructed movement for a particular trial within a given task. Techniques like demixed 55 principal component analysis partition a neural population's activity into condition-independent 56 modulation and the more classical neural tuning to task features (Kobak et al., 2016) . This condition-57 independent activity is not a simple increase and decrease in firing rate for each neuron but has an 58 inherent cyclical structure hypothesized to be related to intrinsic cortical dynamics (Churchland et al., 59 2012; Hall et al., 2014) . 60
Almost all recent work examining this dynamic, cyclic neural structure has focused on 61 overlearned, mostly ballistic movements with the subject making very few errors. Hall et al. (2014) did 62 examine corrective submovements in an isometric wrist flexion/extension task and showed the behavior 63 was correlated to cyclic local field potentials in motor cortex. Recent studies have also examined online 64 correction with mechanical perturbations (Pruszynski et al., 2011) or jumps in targets (Stavisky et al., 65 2016) but these movements were experimentally perturbed and analyzed condition-dependent neural 66
activity. Little work has focused on recorded spiking units in primary motor cortex during precision tasks 67
with the subject freely correcting as needed. 68
Here, condition-independent neural activity during corrective movements was studied to test 69
whether cyclic neural activity is behaviorally linked to subject initiated corrective movements. A 70 precision center-out task that elicited visuomotor corrections to settle on a small target was used. The 71
condition-independent modulation in the neural state space was calculated and a dynamical systems 72 approach identified cyclic activity. A new analysis variable-condition-independent phase (CIφ)-is 73
introduced to calculate the instantaneous phase of cyclic, condition-independent spiking activity and 74 tested for its relationship to behavioral events. 75
Results 76
The precision center-out task was performed by two monkeys using a joystick to move a cursor to 77 one of eight targets from a center starting position. The targets were located equidistant from and evenly 78 distributed around the center with a small radial dimension. Because of the targets' small size, the cursor 79 often exited the target before completing a required final hold with the monkey free to make 80 supplemental, corrective movements to re-enter the target (see Supplemental Figure S1 ). The firing rates 81
of simultaneously recorded single-and multi-unit activity in primary motor cortex during a precision 82
center-out task were analyzed. Neural data were analyzed for both i) the initial movement periods from 83 when the instructed target appeared until the target was contacted for the first time, and ii) any 84 supplemental movement periods from when the cursor left the correct target until subsequent re-entry. 85
Data were analyzed from 5 recording sessions from monkey P and 6 sessions from monkey Q. The 86 dataset contained 1530 successfully completed trials with 49% of trials requiring at least one 87 supplemental movement after a leave target event for monkey P and 1503 trials with 32% of trials 88 requiring supplemental movements for monkey Q. The distribution of the number of supplemental 89 movements per trial and movement times are given in Supplemental Figure S2 . Since the cursor was 90 sometimes on the target boundary with very short excursions outside the target that likely did not require 91 a volitional corrective movement, only supplemental movements that lasted at least 200 ms were included 92 in subsequent analysis. 93
The analysis presented here identifies cyclic, condition-independent activity in the neural space 94
and tests whether its timing is correlated with behavior. Condition-independent activity was defined as 95 the average firing rates for individual units across all trials regardless of the movement condition (i.e. 96 target location). The condition-independent activity was submitted to jPCA (Churchland et al., 2012) to 97 identify the two-dimensional neural plane with the most rotational/cyclic activity. Note, this utilization of 98 the jPCA algorithm on only the condition-independent activity is different than the classical application of 99 jPCA to data containing the condition-dependent activity. Since trials were of varying durations and 100 many included supplemental movements, simple time alignment of trials was difficult. Instead a novel 101 iterative algorithm was used to align and average the data based on the phase of cyclic neural activity and 102 then the jPC neural plane that best fit this new alignment was re-calculated. This algorithm is described 103 more fully in the methods. Once identified, individual trials' firing rates could then be projected and 104 examined in this jPC neural plane. 105
As an example, the cursor and neural trajectory for a single trial is shown in Figure 1 . The cursor 106
trajectory ( Figure 1A) shows that after the initial movement into the peripheral target boundaries there 107
were two supplemental movement periods when the cursor passed through the target before correcting 108
and re-entering the target again. When examining the cursor speed in Figure 1D , there were four peaks 109
(indicated with arrows) when movement was fastest. These four peaks correspond to 1) the initial 110 movement (between the yellow circle to yellow square) from the center to the target that then goes too far 111
and passes the target, 2) a submovement in the first supplemental period (blue circle to blue square) to 112 contact the target again but once more passes through the target, and 3 & 4) a pair of submovements in 113 the second supplemental period (orange circle to orange square) with the first submovement occuring 114 outside the target before the second returns to contact the target and successfully complete the trial. 115
Notably, each of these speed peaks corresponds to the downward sloping phase of jPC1. Likewise, the 116 phase of jPC1-which we define as the condition-independent phase (CIφ)-is between 0 and π for each 117 of these speed peaks. Similarly, the three target contacts (square markers) always occurred when the CIφ 118
was between 0 and π during these speed peaks. Thus, submovements within this trial were phase aligned 119
with the cyclic, condition-independent brain activity. 120 121 Figure 1 . Example trial of the precision center-out task with corrective movements. A) The cursor position for a single trial reaching to the right target. Following the instruction (yellow circle), the cursor moves to and enters the target (yellow square). However, the cursor exits (blue and orange circles) and enters (blue and orange squares) the target two times before successfully completing the center hold. B) Neural activity in the jPC1 and jPC2 plane shows a cyclic trajectory with each contact (squares) occurring in a similar part of the trajectory following either instruction or leave target events (circles). The average neural trajectory was examined for both the initial movements as well as 122 supplemental movements. The neural activity was projected into the neural plane with the most cyclic, 123 condition-independent activity identified when jPCA was applied to all movement data. The average 124 neural trajectories for both initial and supplemental movements are shown as projections in the jPC plane 125
in Figure 2 . The average trajectories of both the initial and supplemental movements follow a similar 126
path for both animals. The trajectories start at the circle when either the target instruction (initial 127 movements, blue) or cursor leave target (supplemental movements, red) events occurred. The trajectories 128 then proceed in a counter-clockwise direction and are shown until 1000 ms after the initial instruction or 129 800 ms after leave target events. The orientation, direction, and speed of rotation of the neural trajectory 130 are similar between initial and supplemental movements and was also similar between animals. 
140
To assess the consistency and alignment of cyclic, condition-independent neural activity with the 141 behavioral task, the CIφ for all trials was aligned to the behavioral events of the task. The CIφ values 142
were aligned to three behavioral events to display four different time periods: i) Instructionthe initial 143 hold and initial movement period, ii) Leave targetsupplemental movement periods (if one or more 144 existed for a given trial), and iii) Final holdthe successful final hold period. The CIφ values were tested 145
for a non-uniform, unimodal distribution across all four time periods-initial hold, initial movement, 146
supplemental movement, and final hold-at all time points when data existed for >50% of trials. The CIφ 147
values across all trials were non-uniformly distributed at all time points tested (p<0.001, Rayleigh test, 148
Bonferroni corrected for multiple time points) suggesting the CIφ was consistently aligned with the task. 149
The CIφ values are shown for 150 randomly selected trials across all recording sessions ( Figure 3A ). The 150
CIφ is first aligned with Instruction. The CIφ values across trials have a similar slope before Instruction 151
suggesting cyclic neural activity was present even during the initial hold period. At Instruction, the CIφ 152 values continue with a similar slope but now have more similar time-aligned values with less variance 153 than during the initial hold period. The most consistent CIφ values during initial movements across all 154 trials were 260 ms and 420 ms after instruction with the smallest circular variance being 0.18 and 0.31 for 155 monkey P and Q, respectively. The initial contacts are identified with squares and are separated by color 156
for whether the CIφ progressed for 1, 2, or ≥3 cycles from Instruction (see Methods). For a majority of 157 movements, a single upswing or cycle occurs until the cursor contacted the target (blue points). In some 158 trials, however, two (orange) or more (yellow) CIφ cycles occur as the cursor did not contact the target 159
initially and required additional submovements (see also Figure 4 ). Next, the CIφ is aligned on all Leave 160 target events when the cursor left the target and a corrective, supplemental movement was required. A 161 similar consistent CIφ slope across trials is also observed for supplemental movements. Again a majority 162
of supplemental movements are one CIφ cycle but two, three, or more cycles also exist. The final 163 alignment point when the target was contacted for successful completion of a trial shows that the CIφ 164 continued a similar upward slope. 165
The CIφ values aligned to target contacts were next examined. A majority of contacts with the 166 target for both initial ( Figure 3B ) and supplemental ( Figure 3D ) movements occurred after CIφ=0 167
following an upward, consistently sloping CIφ indicating a cycle. These results suggest the cyclic, 168
condition-independent neural activity-as measured with the CIφ-were consistently aligned with the 169 behavioral timing of the task and progressed at a similar rate. The CIφ values at all target contacts were 170 tested to determine if the cyclic, condition-independent neural activity was indeed predictive of this 171 behavioral event. The distribution of all contacts was significantly non-uniform (p<0.001, Rayleigh test) 172
for both animals with much more than half of all contacts-82% and 83% of contacts (monkey P and Q, 173
respectively)-occurring within the half-cycle surrounding the circular mean of contact CIφ values (0.63π 174 and 0.58π for monkey P and Q, respectively). The histogram of the CIφ for all target contacts separated 175 by initial and corrective movements and by which CIφ cycle the contact occurred is shown in Figure 3C . 176
There were significant cycle differences for both animals (p<0.001, Watson-Williams circular ANOVA 177 test) with the largest effect being for the initial movements with only one CI cycle having a mean CIφ at 178 contact of 0.73π and 0.69π (monkey P and Q, respectively). For the smaller submovements-either initial 179 movements with two or more CI cycles and supplemental movements with at least one CI cycle-the 180 differences were smaller with a mean CIφ always between 0.28π-0.52π. These results demonstrate CIφ 181
was indeed predictive of when target contacts occurred. 
197
Finally, the cursor speed as a function of CIφ was examined. The peaks and troughs of cursor 199 speeds for most trials aligned with 2π cycles of CIφ ( Figure 4A ). The average speed as a function of CIφ 200
for each monkey showed a clear periodicity ( Figure 4B ). The circular correlation between speed and CIφ 201 was 0.45 and 0.41 (p<0.001) with the largest speeds occurring at CIφ = 0.47π and 0.39π (+2kπ) for 202 monkeys P and Q, respectively (see Supplemental Figure S4 ). Finally, as the averaging and correlations 203 could potentially be dominated by only large amplitude movements, the CIφ values when cursor peak 204 speeds occurred were also calculated (see Methods). The peak speeds were indeed non-uniformly 205 distributed (p<0.001, Rayleigh test) with a mean CIφ of 0.45π and 0.36π for monkeys P and Q, 206 respectively ( Figure 4C ). These peaks were similarly distributed for both the initial and corrective parts 207 of the movement with the peak speeds for the first cycle having slightly delayed CIφ values, similar to the 208 delay in CIφ values when target contact occurred in the first cycle in Figure 3 . Both the cyclic average 209 speed and the non-uniform occurrence of peak speeds demonstrate that the movement speed was 210
consistently correlated with cyclic, condition-independent brain activity. 
216
The initial movements from the center until first contacting the target are shown in blue. The red traces show the 217 continuation of trials when the monkey left the target and required a supplemental movement to re-enter the target.
218
The speed trajectories are cyclic with multiple peaks for initial movements that did not reach the target and required A consistent relationship between cyclic, condition-independent brain activity and the behavioral 228 timing of corrective reaching movements was observed. The precision center-out task utilized small 229 targets to elicit many trials that were not completed initially and required subsequent movements. The 230
speed profiles of these subsequent movements and target contacts aligned with cyclic activity in primary 231
motor cortex suggesting encoding of discrete submovements rather than smooth and continuous updating 232 of movement towards the target. Discrete submovements have previously been described in behavioral 233 studies of reaching ( 
Similar cyclic neural activity in initial and corrective movements 241
Condition-independent neural activity has commonly been observed in motor tasks that are 242 overtrained to be consistent across trials. Here, in a precision center-out task with considerable trial-to-243 trial variability, the condition-independent neural dynamics were observed to be similar for both initial as 244 well as supplemental corrective movements and were cyclic. Examining the identified dimensions with 245 the most cyclic activity showed similar neural activity for both initial and corrective movements. The 246 magnitude of neural modulation in this space tended to be similar with the neural trajectory almost always 247 having a similar orientation and direction. Large condition-independent activity has been suggested to be 248
important for brain dynamics that are robust to noise by increasing the differences in neural signals even 249 when the muscle activation pattern at certain time points look very similar (Russo et al., 2018) . In the 250 context of corrective movements for a precision task, one might speculate cyclic brain dynamics organize 251 movements into distinct submovements to create time-varying neural and musculoskeletal dynamics that 252 are more predictable and robust to noise. 253
Condition-independent phase aligned with behavioral events 254
The CIφ aligned with the task and progressed similarly for both initial and corrective movements. 255
Notably, a majority of target contacts-during both the initial and supplemental movement periods-256 occurred within a limited range of CIφ values. The CIφ values were significantly non-uniformly 257 distributed during instruction, initial movement, any corrective movements, and final hold. While the 258
CIφ during initial movements were more consistent than supplemental movements, they both were 259 significant and similarly aligned with a relatively constant slope. The CIφ thus represents a description of 260 the cyclic neural activity that happens during any submovement and predicts when the subjects made 261 movements to contact the target-either initially or when corrective movements were required. 262
Interestingly, the condition-independent neural activity also continued to rotate during holding 263
states-instruction and final hold-suggesting intrinsic brain dynamics that continue even without 264 movement. The phase was non-uniform when aligned to Instruction and Final Contact with a consistent 265 slope during these holding states. Although both holds had a random duration, it was of a limited range 266 and the subjects could have still been anticipating upcoming movement. Additionally, since a 267 bidirectional bandpass filter was used and the Hilbert transform integrates across time, the brain dynamics 268
during movement may also have affected the calculated phases and alignment observed during holding 269
periods. Further testing with greater variation of instruction and hold times and greater diversity of tasks 270
will be needed to assess when cyclic, neural activity is perturbed by external events. Recent results by 271
Jackson et al. (2018) argue that extrinsic effects of a task interact with the intrinsic dynamics of the brain 272 in a manner consistent with an optimal feedback controller and may provide a framework for assessing 273 these effects across a variety of tasks including our precision center-out task. 274
Condition-independent phase predictive of cursor speed 275
The cyclic CIφ values aligned with cursor speed. This further confirmed the observed cyclic 276 neural dynamics were behaviorally relevant. The cursor speeds exhibited peaks and troughs that 277 corresponded to a particular phase and suggests that the corrective movements were cyclic with separate 278 submovements. Rather than continuously moving the hand toward the target at all times, the subjects' 279 movements appeared as pulsatile bursts of joystick movement and presumably muscle contraction. While 280 difficult to determine how much of the cyclic brain activity and behavior is intrinsic versus a cognitive 281 strategy for this particular task, the observed results highlight the importance of cyclic neural dynamics in 282
at least some corrective tasks. The cyclic dynamics of the condition-independent neural activity may also 283 lead to better descriptions of the condition-dependent activity that encode task features, specifically the 284 observation that direction encoding is often not fixed but shifts with different phases of movement 
Non-human primates 302
Two male rhesus monkeys, P and Q (weight 11 and 10 kg, ages 7 and 6 years old, respectively), 303
were subjects in the present study. All procedures for the care and use of these nonhuman primates 304
followed the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University 305
Committee on Animal Resources at the University of Rochester, Rochester, New York. 306 Task 307
The experimental task was performed by the monkey using a joystick to control a cursor on a 24" 308 LCD display. The monkey manipulated a custom, 18 cm long, cylindrical rod attached to the joystick 309
housing. The joystick moved freely with minimal resistance as the spring mechanism for providing 310 centering, restorative force was removed. The cursor directly represented measured joystick position and 311 was allowed to move within a 1000x1000 pixel workspace centered on the display. The cursor 312 workspace limits were slightly within the physical limits of the joystick. The cursor on the display was a 313
small cross that represented a single point in the workspace. 314
The precision center-out task consisted of a set of eight targets located equidistance and equally 315 spaced in 45˚ intervals around a center, home target (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure S1 ). The center 316
target had a radius of 75 pixels. Each center-out target-defined in polar coordinates-spanned an angle 317 of 45˚ and a distance of 325-375 pixels from the center for a small 50-pixel radial thickness. During each 318 experimental session, two other sets of 8 center out targets with a larger 200-pixel radial thickness were 319 also included: i) larger targets also spanning 45˚, and ii) narrower targets only spanning 15˚. All 24 320 targets (3 sizes x 8 locations) were presented pseudorandomly in equal amounts throughout a session. 321
Only the trials for the eight targets with the smaller, 50-pixel radial target thickness are presented in the 322 current analysis and results. 323
For each trial, the subject acquired the home target and performed a required initial hold ranging 324 from 300-500 ms. At the end of the initial hold, the instruction occurred with the desired target changing 325 colors to green. Following instruction, the monkey was allowed to move immediately and allowed 2,000 326 ms to contact the correct target. The outline of all targets changed colors providing visual feedback when 327 the cursor was within the target boundaries. After contacting the desired target, the cursor was required to 328 remain within the target for a variable hold time of 500-600 ms. If the cursor left the target during a final 329 hold, the monkey was allowed an additional 2,000 ms following each leave target event to contact the 330 target again and complete a final hold. If the cursor remained outside the target for greater than 2 s, the 331 trial was aborted and excluded from the present analysis. Once a successful final hold of 500-600 ms was 332 completed, the animal received a liquid reward. Both the required initial and final hold times for each 333 trial were randomly sampled from a uniform distribution. The custom software for task control sampled 334 the joystick data, updated the scene, and stored the cursor position (equivalent to joystick position) data 335
and trial event times-initial hold start, instruction, contact target(s), leave target(s) (if any occurred), and 336
final hold end-at 100 Hz. 337
The initial movement time window was defined as the period from when the target instruction 338 appeared until the correct target was first contacted. The supplemental movement window was defined as 339 any time the cursor left the correct target until it re-entered the correct target. For analysis shown in 340
Figures 2 and 3, only supplemental movements lasting longer than 200 ms were used as shorter 341 movement times likely did not include a volitional corrective movement. 342
For finding the occurrences of cursor speed peaks in Figure 4C , the cursor speed for each trial 343 was submitted to a peak finding algorithm that identified local maxima (findpeaks function in Matlab).
344
Cursor speeds were identified as peaks provided they met the following criteria: i) it was a maximum 345 value at least 200 ms away from any larger peaks, ii) the peak speed was greater than 200 pixels/s, and iii) 346
the peak's prominencethe height difference between the peak and the larger of the two adjacent 347 troughs (minimum speed before encountering a larger peak)-was at least 50% of the absolute height of 348 the peak. 349
Data Collection 350
Floating microelectrode arrays (MicroProbes) were implanted in the anterior bank of the central 351 sulcus to record from primary motor cortex (M1) in each monkey, using methods described in detail 352
previously (Mollazadeh et al., 2011; Rouse and Schieber, 2016) . For monkey P, recordings were 353 collected from six 16-channel arrays implanted in M1. For monkey Q, two 32-channel arrays and one 16-354 channel array in M1 were used. Channels with spiking activity were thresholded manually on-line and 355
spike-snippets and spike times were collected with the Plexon MAP data acquisition system. The spike 356 snippets were sorted off-line-first with the automatic valley seeking algorithm in Plexon Offline Sorting 357 software and then with a custom, semi-automated algorithm (Rouse and Schieber, 2016) . Both single-358
and multi-unit recordings were used in the present analysis. 359
Data Analysis 360
The firing rates for individual units were estimated by convolving spike times with a Gaussian 361 filter (σ=50 ms). The firing rates were estimated with 10 ms bin resolution for 100 Hz signals to match 362 the joystick data and events. The firing rates were then square-root transformed to equalize variance 363 between high and low firing rates (Kihlberg et al., 1972; Snedecor and Cochran, 1980; Ashe and 364 Georgopoulos, 1994) . 365
This work introduces a new analysis variable-condition-independent phase (CIφ)-which 366 estimates at each time the instantaneous phase of the neural dimension with the most cyclic, condition-367 independent activity. The novel algorithm to calculate CIφ is iterative and involves three steps described 368 in detail below: i) Each unit's firing rate is averaged across all trials to determine its condition-369 independent firing rate. ii) Dimensionality reduction is performed using PCA and jPCA on the condition-370 independent firing rates to identify the neural plane with the most rotational/cyclic condition-independent 371 activity. iii) The instantaneous phase is calculated using the Hilbert transform on the first jPC dimension 372 for all data points. A schematic of the iterative algorithm is shown in Supplemental Figure S3 . 373
i) Trial averaging to identify condition-independent activity 374
The condition-independent neural activity is the average firing rate for each recorded spiking unit 375 for all experimental trials regardless of the movement condition (ie target location). For classic 376 neurophysiology experiments, this can be calculated by averaging time-aligned data. However, it is more 377 challenging to time-align data for a task with many corrective movements. Data was therefore aligned 378 based on each time-point's calculated CIφ rather than absolute time. 379
Since CIφ depends on the averaged condition-independent activity, an iterative approach was 380
used. An initial estimate using simple time-alignment averaging was used for the first iteration. Data for 381 this initial guess was aligned to instruction for initial movements and leave target for supplemental 382 movements. For each subsequent iteration, the condition-independent firing rates for each unit were 383 calculated by averaging all data points when the CIφ values were similar. The average firing rate was 384 estimated using a sliding window of CIφ values with a step size of π/50 and a window size of π/25 to 385 generate 100 equally spaced samples ranging from -π to π. 386
ii)
PCA and jPCA to identify rotational/cyclic neural activity 387
Next, the condition-independent firing rates were submitted to PCA and jPCA to identify the 388 neural dimensions with the most cyclic activity. PCA was performed on the high-dimensional neural 389 space to reduce the condition-independent firing rates to the six dimensions with the most variance. jPCA 390 was then performed on this six dimensional space. jPCA is a dimensionality reduction technique to 391 identify the neural planes with the most rotational activity and is more fully described in Churchland et al 392
(2012). Briefly, jPCA fits a first order dynamical system model to the neural activity to predict change in 393
firing rate based on the current firing rate. The transform matrix of this model can be separated into a 394 symmetric matrix representing pure scaling and a skew-symmetric matrix representing pure rotational 395 dynamics. By taking the eigendecomposition of the skew-symmetric matrix, we obtain pairs of purely 396 imaginary eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors that define planes of rotation in the neural space 397 rank-ordered from greatest to least rotation. In the present analysis, only the first plane with the greatest 398 rotation was used. Additionally, to obtain a consistent CIφ across recording sessions, jPC1 was defined 399
as the dimension in the jPC1 and jPC2 plane with the most variance. The positive jPC1 direction was 400 defined as having more positive than negative coefficients in the neural space which corresponds to the 401 direction where more units have an increased firing rate. Choosing this convention causes an increase in 402 jPC1 to generally align with the onset of initial movement, since a majority of units increase firing rates at 403 the onset of movement. 404
iii)
Instantaneous phase estimate 405
Finally, the instantaneous phase of jPC1 was estimated by i) bidirectional bandpass filtering of 406 jPC1 between 0.5-5 Hz with a 1 st order Butterworth filter, ii) performing the Hilbert transform of the 407 filtered signal (s1) to generate a transformed signal (̂1) that is a 90˚ phase shift of every Fourier 408 component in the frequency domain to create an analytic representation of jPC1, and iii) calculating the 409 angle of the resulting analytic signal ( 1 +̂1) to estimate the instantaneous phase, which we call the 410 condition-independent phase (CIφ). 411
The bandpass filtering reduces the low-frequency drift and high-frequency variability in jPC1 to generate 417 a more consistent subsequent phase estimate. The condition-independent phase (CIφ) thus represents the 418 instantaneous phase in the dimension of the neural space that has the most cyclic, condition-independent 419 activity. 420
The neural activity in the jPC1 and jPC2 dimensions in Figure 2 were averaged by aligning trials 421
based on their CIφ. This method was selected as it provided a more similar comparison between the 422 initial and supplemental movements' rotational dynamics than time as the supplemental movements were 423 not as precisely aligned in time to the leave target events as the initial movements to instruction. The 424
average firing rates in the jPC1 and jPC2 dimensions were estimated using a sliding window of CIφ values 425 with a step size of π/50 and a window size of π/25 starting with the average CIφ at instruction and leave 426 target and ending with the average CIφ 1000 ms later for initial movements and 800 ms later for 427 supplemental movements. 428
The cycles of CIφ in Figure 3 were counted by using the unwrapped (unwrap function in Matlab), 429
continuous CIφ starting at either instruction or leave target. The starting CIφ values at instruction or 430 leave target were defined to be within +/-π radians of the mean CIφ starting value across all trials. The 431 mean starting CIφ values were calculated separately for instruction and leave target and separately for 432 each monkey and defined to be between -2π and 0. The center of cycles were defined by the circular 433 mean contact CIφ for each monkey and incremented by 2kπ with the boundaries for each cycle being +/-π 434 radians around these centers. In Figure 4 the unwrapped CIφ is calculated with respect to the starting CIφ 435
values at instruction which is again wrapped to be within +/-π radians of the mean CIφ starting value for 436 each animal. 437
All circular statistics-mean, variance, correlation, Rayleigh test for non-uniformity, and Watson-438
Williams test (circular one-way ANOVA)-were calculated with CircStat, a Circular Statistics Toolbox 439
for Matlab (Berens, 2009) . 440
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Figure S1 . Initial and supplemental cursor trajectories. Related to Figure 1 . The cursor trajectories for all successful movements to all 8 shallow targets is shown for one recording session with each monkey. All trials start at the center circle with initial movements to the instructed target shown in blue. The supplemental movements are shown in red for all trials where the cursor left the target and the subject then corrected and re-entered the target to successfully complete the trial.
Supplemental Figure S2 . Supplemental movement counts and movement times. Related to Figure 1. A) The number of supplemental movements in all successful trials for each monkey. B) Initial movement times from target instruction until initial contact with the target. Monkey Q had more long movement times resulting from making more initial movements that stopped before the target and required a corrective submovement. C) Supplemental movement times from leaving the target until re-contacting the target. The supplemental movement times were bimodally distributed with short duration times likely representing not volitional corrective movements but rather instances when the cursor was near the target boundary and drifted briefly outside.
Supplemental Figure S3 . Schematic of CIφ estimation. Related to Figure 2 . The cyclic conditionindependent neural activity was estimated using an iterative technique. After initial time-alignment and averaging of the firing rates, PCA and jPCA was performed to estimate the dimensions neural activity with the greatest cyclic condition-activity were identified. Using the phase of this first jPC dimension, the firing rates were realigned for averaging. The PCA and jPCA were again performed a total of three times. The final CIφ was then used for the presented analysis.
Supplemental Figure S4 . Cursor speed relative to CIφ. Related to Figure 4 . Instantaneous cursor speed is shown in the polar plot as a function of CIφ (left panel). The circular mean was calculated for all initial movement data points, all supplemental movement data points, all data points combined (right panel). A significant correlation between between CIφ and cursor speed with a consistent mean phase between 0.38π-0.52π was observed for both monkeys and both trial periods.
